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INC: SMART ALERT TO RECOMMEND THE CAPACITY OF THE SUPPLIES THAT A USER

Smart alert to recommend the capacity of the supplies that a
user should buy using printer usage information before supplies
are empty

Abstract
Large Format Printers are IoT devices that send data to the cloud periodically. Data being sent
includes the total ink consumed by the printer up to that day or information about cartridge
consumptions.
Ink cartridges for large format may be bought online, but delay is expected between the
moment the cartridge is bought and the moment the ink supply arrives to the customer. This
means that some previsions must be considered when buying another supply or there is the
risk that the printer will not be able to print.
In addition, ink inside supplies has an expiration date. This means that it is expected that after
certain number of years after manufacture Image Quality using this ink will decrease
significantly.
This document describes a smart alert for the customer to be able to buy the appropriate
supply proactively. The alert will recommend the best capacity of the supplies for each color
to the user considering metrics such as their usage patterns to ensure that the ink inside will
not expire at the end of the life of the supply.

Invention
The solution is based on analysing monthly printer usage by color and projecting when a
supply will be empty.
With this prediction, an alert can be sent to the user in the Front Panel, telling them that given
the analysis of its usage, a cartridge will be empty by a given date and that the user should
buy a replacement. Also, the alert will recommend the user to buy the supply with a specific
capacity to avoid having expired ink in the future.
For example, considering that the expiration time of a supply is two years, if a user uses a Cyan
supply of 300ccs of capacity and each month it only consumes 10 ccs of ink, after two years of
consumption the supply will have used 240 ccs. The remaining 60 ccs of ink will be expired ink,
which will impact the IQ of the jobs.
This alert would suggest, after month 28th since installation (two years and 4 months), to the
user to buy a 130 ccs supply instead of the 300cc to avoid expiration issues.
Note: The alert will consider the greater capacity possible if there is more than one option.
For example, if both 300ccs and 130ccs capacities are suitable for the user, the alert will
recommend buying the 300ccs cartridge.
The advantages of the invention are as follows:
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Preventing bad IQ in plots due to expired ink: Suggesting the user to buy a supply
with a capacity that will be used before the ink expiring will prevent this issue.



Prevision of emptiness of the ink supply: The solution provides an alert to the
customer alerting when the ink supply will be empty, helping them to decide when to
buy another with enough time.



Suggestion of cartridge best capacity for a printer behaviour: The solution analyses
the monthly printer usage by color to give a capacity suggestion that benefits the user
in cost per supply.



Organize daily activity: Customers will not have to worry about when to buy the
cartridges as they would be advised to do so when it is more appropriate for them,
preventing time and space used in ink storage.
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